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How are migrants economically affected by their
own migration?
• Generally, migrants benefit from migrating, economically or in
broader terms
• .....but initial outcomes may differ considerably from those of
‘comparable’ people in the host country.
• Outcomes generally improve with years in the host country, but...
• ...there may or may not be a ‘catching up’ or ‘overtaking’
• Economic research focuses predominantly on labour market
outcomes such as
–
–
–
–
–

Job‐skills mismatch
Earnings
Labour force participation or employment rates
Spells of unemployment
Post‐arrival education and on‐the‐job training

The standard picture of earnings ‘adaptation’
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Some causes of the initial pay gap
• Skills are not immediately transferable
• Communication difficulties due to a language barrier
• Job search may be longer and less efficient due to limited
local labour market knowledge and limited networks
• Foreign qualifications may not be recognised
• Cultural factors may influence how immigrants ‘compete’
• Spatial, occupational and industrial clustering of immigrants
• Selection effects: e.g. ‘working holiday’; ‘lifestyle migrants’
• Employers have imperfect information:
stereotyping/’statistical discrimination’
• Other forms of discrimination

Just one census of data can give the wrong conclusions regarding
economic integration: pooled censuses allow identification of
cohort effects
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In New Zealand,
rising skill levels of
cohorts of
immigrants will
underestimate catch
up in a cross‐section
of e.g. census data

Besides ‘years since arrival’, ‘year’ matters in
several other ways as well:
Year of arrival ( ‘hysteresis’ or ‘cohort’ effects)
Year of observation (‘business cycle’ effects)
Age in the year of observation (‘experience’ effects)
Age in the year of arrival (‘life course’ effects)
....but these effects cannot separately identified without
additional assumptions.
• In our regressions we assume:

•
•
•
•
•

– Year of observation effects are the same for migrants and NZ born
– The age effect is measured by ‘potential experience’ (=age‐years of
schooling‐5). This the same for migrants and the NZ born
– The year of arrival is replaced by a ‘decade of arrival’
– For ‘age at arrival’ we consider: <5, 5‐16, 17‐20, >20
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Key conclusions from the 1998
Winkelmann & Winkelmann study
•

First study to use unit record data in Data Lab: 5% sample of NZ born, 20%
sample UK & Ireland born, 100% all others; population aged 15‐64; 1981,
1986 and 1996 census

•

In the first year after arrival, a typical immigrants had 20% lower income
than a comparable NZ‐born resident
The gap disappeared after 20‐30 years
Convergence was faster for employment rates than for income
Asian and Pacific Island immigrants of the early 1990s had worse
outcomes than immigrants from those source regions previously
Using just 1996 data, it was found that migrants from NESB countries
earned 30% more if they were proficient in English

•
•
•
•
•

Stillman and Maré (2009) find broadly the same, but average outcomes
were better resulting from higher average skill levels of new and recent
migrants

Replicating
W&W
1996
census
regressions
and
replacing
income by
imputed
wages

1996, 2001 and 2006 pooled Census data – descriptives
(population aged 25‐64)

Recent migrants (< 5 yrs in NZ), country of birth
ranked by number of female migrants

Languages spoken: “Can have a conversation about a lot of everyday things”

Regression models: Estimating economic integration by
“layers” of determinants
• (1): No controls, except for census year
• (2): (1) plus human capital and other controls not related to
migration: years of education (linear), potential experience
(quadratic), marital status, family type, urban, 140 Labour
Market Areas
• (3): (2) plus whether degree earned in NZ, decade of arrival,
and controls for arrival at age <5, 5‐16, 17‐20, >20.
• (4): (3) plus 40 Countries of Birth and whether from English
Speaking Background country
• (5): (4) plus “speaks English”, “speaks Maori”, “speaks 2
languages”, “speaks 3 languages”, “speaks 4 or more
languages”, plus 15 language groups. All these variables are
defined for the NZ‐born and immigrants.

Regressions of employment integration

Regressions of wage adaptation

Some findings from regression coefficients
• The results are generally consistent with
international evidence regarding “Mincer” earnings
equations
• What matters strongly are:
– Schooling, experience, living in cities, NZ qualification,
coming from an English speaking country, cohort of arrival,
proficiency in English

• There are significant, but quantitatively varying,
language and country of birth effects
• Surprisingly, there appears to be a small but negative
effect of being multilingual on wages of immigrants
and NZ born

Conclusions
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The large numerical and structural increase in, and the greater diversity of, the
foreign born population over the 1996‐2006 decade warranted a revisiting of the
Winkelmann & Winkelmann study
The innovations of the new research have been: (1) focus on labour market
earnings rather than total income; (2) using years of education rather than broad
education levels; (3) accounting for specific countries of birth and languages
spoken
Employment integration with years in NZ is consistent and faster than earlier
studies suggested
Wage adaptation patterns appear more complex. For females, accounting for all
observables, increases the earnings gap between migrants and comparable NZ
born workers
Interestingly, being multilingual has no positive return in the NZ labour market
All else being equal, coming from a specific country of birth can yield a significant
advantage or disadvantage in the NZ labour market
Future research will focus on modelling the economic integration of a specific
cohort: the LisNZ sample
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